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• periodic highlights of national consortia & K-centres
• helps to increase the visibility of national consortia & K-centres
• reveals the richness of the CLARIN landscape & display the full 

range of activities throughout the network
• 2 articles

- presentation of a K-centre
- interview with a prominent researcher who has successfully used K-

centre’s infrastructure in their research
• publications

- online: https://www.clarin.eu/Tour-de-CLARIN
- printed:

• Volume 1
• Volume 2
• Volume 3
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https://www.clarin.eu/Tour-de-CLARIN
https://www.clarin.eu/sites/default/files/CE-2018-1341-Tour-de-CLARIN-volume-I-2018.pdf
https://office.clarin.eu/v/CE-2019-1537-Tour-de-CLARIN-volume-II-2019.pdf
https://office.clarin.eu/v/CE-2020-1781-Tour-de-CLARIN-volume-III-2020.pdf


Featured K-centres

• 2019
- CLARIN Knowledge Centre for Treebanking
- CLARIN Knowledge Centre for the Languages of Sweden
- The TalkBank Knowledge Centre
- The Czech CLARIN Knowledge Centre for Corpus Linguistics
- Impact CKC K-Centre
- The Knowledge Centre for Polish Language Technology

• 2020
- The Phonogrammarchiv Knowledge Centre
- The Knowledge Centre for Atypical Communication Expertise
- The LUND University Humanities Lab Knowledge Centre
- The Spanish CLARIN Knowledge Centre

• 2021
- Welcome: programme
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1eFgmgB45WdF94UdQ69fh8qUTKAtB83kQgmPpuzyFTGc/edit


New initiatives

• CLARIN Showcases
- a portfolio of showcases of exciting and impactful research 

projects which have successfully used the CLARIN infrastructure
- targeted at fellow researchers who are not yet familiar with 

CLARIN and what CLARIN offers
- in collaboration with a science communication expert Hans Van de 

Water (https://thefloorisyours.be/en/)

• CLARIN Café
- https://www.clarin.eu/content/clarin-cafe
- an informal and interactive space where researchers, lecturers and 

students can meet
- if you have a topic you’d like to see discussed in one of the 

upcoming CLARIN Cafés, let us know at clarin@clarin.eu
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Making resources accessible, analysing 
objects in them, linking data, enriching text 
with metadata, and analysing language in 

them will enable a new way to interact with 
our past, understand the present and plan 

for the future.
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Mikel Iruskieta

CLARIN IMPACT CKC K-Centre



The PolLinguaTec tools are great because 
they allow us to detect many latent textual 

features which would go unnoticed in 
manual annotation, so their tools have 
proven to be crucial for increasing the 

validity of our research from a qualitative 
perspective.
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Dominika Hadro
PolLinguaTec K-Centre



The collaboration of the Phonogrammarchiv
K-Centre with researchers like us on how to 
handle materials on the cultural heritage of 

minority communities is an excellent 
example of putting the idea of CLARIN’s 

research infrastructure into practice.
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Beate Eder Jordan

Phonogrammarchiv K-Centre



Corpora of speech disorders are difficult and 
expensive to collect, and can be tricky to 

distribute because of privacy issues. This is 
why I value the DELAD initiative to establish 

a digital archive of disordered speech in a 
GDPR-compliant way as part of the CLARIN 

infrastructure.
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Anita Lorenc
K-ACE K-Centre
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Katarzyna Klessa

K-ACE K-Centre

I see the collaboration with CLARIN K-Centres 
as a very successful and instructive 

experience. I am happy that my data got a 
chance for a “second life”. I also learned a lot 
about procedures and data flow, which I will 
benefit from in other work on creation and 
maintenance of databases and repositories.



The Spanish K-Centre is supporting us with 
their expertise on corpus annotation and 
language tools like the aforementioned 
ANALHITZA. We are thus able to more 

efficiently analyse how Spanish and Basque 
develop, and get a precise snapshot of how 

they are used in everyday settings by 
bilingual children. 
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Jose Pérez-Navarro 

Spanish K-Centre
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